always moving.

connect with us!
Chicago & Minneapolis/
Saint Paul Dance Showcase
Wednesday, September 17
9:15pm – 9:30pm
TEKBOX, The Cowles Center
528 Hennepin Avenue, 2nd Floor

“I got a strong jolt of engaging
creativity that took me by surprise
and made me want more.”
– Richard Christiansen,
Former Chief Critic, Chicago Tribune

REFRESHMENTS AND RAFFLE
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
Stop by Audience Architects
Booth 704 to reserve your free
ticket. Advance reservations will be
entered to win a Chicago vacation
package with top attractions and
free accommodations.
CHICAGO, IL

Center Stage at Ruth Page
shared showcase
Sunday, September 21
3:30pm
Ruth Page Center for the Arts
1016 North Dearborn
VALHALLA, NY

Full Performance
Saturday, October 11
8pm
Westchester Community
College Academic
Arts Theatre

Francisco Aviña’s From Here to There

Vibrant and innovative, DanceWorks Chicago is proud to share a diverse repertory
featuring who is new and what is next in contemporary dance as well as showcase
exciting work from established choreographers. Under the inspired leadership of
Artistic Director Julie Nakagawa and CEO Andreas Böttcher, an exceptional family
of six hand-picked dancers brings integrity, passion, and excellence to performances.
DanceWorks Chicago is dedicated to creating an environment conducive to nurturing
experiences of significance for everyone from artist to audience.
DanceWorksChicago.org

always moving.
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in the studio/community
Dance Bytes
a dynamic dance performance with
behind-the-scenes insights

Master Classes
ballet, contemporary, jazz

Repertory Workshops
based on DWC repertory and improvisation,
dance training required

Movement Workshops
no dance training needed

Open Classes + Studio Rehearsals
an insider’s look at the artist’s day

Meet the Artist conversations
with artistic director and dancers

on stage
Dance Bytes
a dynamic dance performance with
behind-the-scenes insights

DWC Open Classes & Tech Rehearsals

what’s next
DanceWorks Chicago reveals what's next through the
art of getting there: celebrating individual voices and
finding harmony in collaboration. Dances are specially
selected for each performance opportunity from our
diverse repertoire, and DanceWorks Chicago looks
forward to accommodating every possible venue.
In addition to providing the highest quality of professional concert dance, DanceWorks Chicago offers a
wide array of activities to enhance our visit to your
community and develop audiences for dance.
To learn more about DanceWorks Chicago,
please contact Andreas Böttcher, CEO,
abottcher@danceworkschicago.org

an insider’s look at the artist’s day

Pre and/or Post Performance Talks
with artistic director and dancers

www.danceworkschicago.org
T: 312.810.2212

